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Introduction
Dear reader,
The International Organization for Migration (IOM) –
Mission to Georgia has the pleasure to share with you
the third issue of the Newsletter of the project funded
by the European Union called “Sustaining Border
Management and Migration Governance in Georgia
(SBMMG)”. This newsletter reports on key activities that
IOM implemented from October 2020 until November
2021, focusing in particular on the developments of
visa-free travel from Georgia to the European Union.
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Visa-Free Travel to Europe
latest developments
In the context of the visa-free travel for citizens of Georgia
to the Schengen Zone, over the past years the EU has
called on Georgia to take action to reduce the number of
unfounded asylum claims lodged by citizens of Georgia in
the EU. In the fourth visa suspension mechanism report
released in August 2021, the EU assessed Georgia's
compliance in curbing irregular migration from the
country as follows:

“
“

Georgia is taking action to address
the issue of unfounded applications
for international protection lodged
by Georgian nationals in the EU,
including by strengthening
pre-departure checks.”

Despite the acknowledgement of progress, in the same
report the EU states that

However, further e orts are needed
to address the issue of unfounded
asylum applications in Member
States […]” and recommends Georgia
to: “Continue to proactively address
the issue of unfounded asylum applications in Member States; tailor the
information campaigns on the visa-free
regime to relevant migrant proﬁles,
including as regards vulnerable
groups, overstays and unfounded
asylum applications.”

citizens of Georgia travelling directly to destinations in the
EU.
As EU countries have gradually relaxed COVID-19 travel
restrictions for citizens of Georgia, the statistics of asylum
applications lodged in EU Member States have grown
recently. This applies in particular to France and Germany,
as the below table based on Eurostat data demonstrates:

In this context, the President of Georgia, on 2 September
2020, signed o on amendments to the Law “On the Rules
of Leaving and Entering Georgia by the Citizens of Georgia”.
In follow-up, the Ministry of Internal A airs (MIA) adopted
in December 2020 a Ministerial Decree, outlining how the
Patrol Police Department should implement the predeparture checks for Georgians travelling on direct ﬂights
to destinations in the Schengen Zone and ensure that they
comply with the entry requirements of EU Member States.
Since 1 January 2021, the pre-departure checks are
o cially in place at the borders of Georgia and apply to all

Number of monthly (ﬁrst) asylum applications
lodged by citizens of Georgia in France and
Germany, July – September 2021
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Jul-21

Aug-21

Sep-21

France

395

625

614

Germany

345

358

444

Over the past year, IOM has organized three types of capacity building events for the beneﬁt of the Ministry of Internal
A airs of Georgia and other relevant Georgian government bodies:

Exchange workshop with Albania
As the MIA Georgia was preparing the internal regulations
to implement the pre-departure checks at Georgia's borders, IOM organized an online exchange workshop on 28
October 2020 for representatives of the MIA. A representative of the Border and Migration Police of Albania guided
his Georgian colleagues in full details through the procedures in place in his country to secure that visa-free travel
to the EU respects the entry regulations of the countries in
the Schengen Zone. The feedback of the Georgian MIA was
that this workshop helped them to appreciate the nuances
of implementing pre-departure checks and was useful to
ﬁnalize the internal procedures that have been in place on
Georgia's borders since 1 January 2021.

Training on investigation of facilitation
of irregular migration from Georgia

Visa-free travel and entry regulations
of EU Member States

In 2019 Georgia introduced a new article in the Criminal
Code that envisages action against mediators and brokers
who provide citizens of Georgia with fake documents and
otherwise facilitate the latter's irregular stay and lodging
of unfounded asylum applications in the EU.

In March and September 2021, IOM organized several
online workshops for the beneﬁt of a total of 84
representatives of the Patrol Police Department of the MIA
about the entry regulations of various EU Member States.
Representatives of the border control structures of Greece
and Poland guided their Georgian colleagues through all
details of the entry requirements, the documents that
visa-free passengers need to demonstrate during exit and
upon immigration control, the consequences of overstay
of the visa-free window of 90 days and COVID-19 related
travel restrictions. These workshops have been instrumental in ﬁlling knowledge gaps of Georgian border control o cials in how to implement pre-departure checks
vis-à-vis speciﬁc national regulations in the destination
countries of direct ﬂights.

At an introductory course held in April 2021, a specialized
police investigator from the Netherlands guided Georgian
police investigators and prosecutors through the legal
intricacies of Article 344-ii of the Criminal Code. In follow
up, in July 2021, IOM organized together with the EUfunded Prometheus project an exchange workshop for
Georgian law enforcement bodies with active engagement
of French and Spanish police o cials. The Georgian law
enforcement used this workshop to present three criminal
investigations that they conducted over the past two years
based on Article 344-ii of the Criminal Code of Georgia.
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Integrated Border
Management - news in short
Document examination capacity
building

Institutionalizing training delivery
capacities
In June 2021, IOM Georgia organized a Training-of-Trainers course on Transnational Crime for the beneﬁt of
the MIA Academy. An Italian expert presented training
modules to the MIA Academy trainers, covering the international organized crime framework, speciﬁcally focusing on drugs tra cking and tra cking in human beings. Besides theoretical aspects, the training included
several practical exercises on concrete criminal cases,
as well as training delivery techniques. The training modules and supporting materials prepared and delivered
by the expert are set to be incorporated into the overall
training curriculum of the MIA Academy.

On 24 February 2021, IOM conducted a training course
on the detection of falsiﬁed and counterfeit Greek
travel and ID documents for the beneﬁt of the Patrol
Police Department of the Ministry of Internal A airs
(MIA). This training was attended by border control
o cers deployed at the airports of Tbilisi, Kutaisi and
Batumi and the land border crossing point in Sarpi.
The training was led by an experienced false document and counterfeit specialist of the Hellenic Police
and implemented in close cooperation with the Embassy of Greece to Georgia. The Greek specialist presented the security features of genuine Greek travel
documents, analysed examples of falsiﬁcation and
focused on current trends and best practices of
document inspection.

COVID-19 related action
At an event hosted by the Revenue Service of the Ministry of Finance of Georgia at the Sadakhlo Border Crossing Point on the Georgian-Armenian border in October
2021, the EU and IOM formally opened newly refurbished isolation facilities for travellers who are suspected of carrying the COVID-19 virus when crossing the Georgian border. Such isolation facilities have been operationalized thanks to EU support on four border crossing points in Georgia, namely Sadakhlo, Sarpi, Red
Bridge and Tbilisi International Airport. All four facilities
can temporarily isolate sick passengers before referring
them to specialized medical services and are equipped
with necessary medical inventory, such as patient examination tables and medical cabinets.

In October 2021, IOM handed over advanced document inspection devices to the Forensic-Criminalistic
Department of the MIA. This equipment will further
develop abilities of the border control and law enforcement bodies of Georgia to combat irregular migration and enhance border security. These devices
will be deployed in the Kutaisi laboratory of the MIA
and will contribute to examination of questioned
travel documents discovered at Kutaisi International
Airport.
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Updates on legal labour migration

to EU Member States
Over the past few years, the Georgian Government has
intensiﬁed the cooperation with EU Member States for
developing regular labour migration schemes. In that
context, IOM has intensiﬁed the building of capacities of
the labour migration management structures in Georgia.
Regular labour migration pathways are indispensable to
counterbalance irregular migration from Georgia, in
particular the unfounded asylum claims that citizens of
Georgia lodge in the EU.

labour migration programme has been conducted in September-October 2021. Some salient results of the evaluation among both Georgian workers and German employers
are:
The survey has identiﬁed certain inconsistencies between the initial job o er and actual employment conditions on the ground (related primarily to remuneration and accommodation conditions).
Language barriers have complicated communication
between Georgian workers and German employees,
especially in the initial stages of employment.

In 2021, the crucial development in this area has been the
implementation of the Bilateral Agreement on Employment of the Georgian Labour Force for Seasonal Work in
the Federal Republic of Germany. This agreement was signed between the two governments in January 2020. In April
2021, the ﬁrst group of seasonal migrants departed to
Germany and, to date, 271 Georgians have been employed
in seasonal work in various agricultural sectors.

The graph on this page demonstrates that the Georgian
workers gained considerable income when they worked
in Germany.
All 69 respondents concluded that this seasonal work
scheme needs to be continued. One-quarter of the
respondents stated however that, before a second
round gets underway, some lessons learned need to be
addressed to make sure expectations and reality are
more in line with each other based on better provision
of information to all involved sides.

IOM Georgia has actively supported the recently established State Employment Support Agency (SESA) to implement the labour migration scheme with Germany. This
support focused on topics such as information provision
to prospective migrant workers; outreach to local government bodies to inform and engage them as information
multipliers; capacitate the SESA sta in managing labour
migration schemes from the Georgian end, including speciﬁcs of recruitment and selection of qualiﬁed workers;
pre-departure orientation sessions for selected seasonal
workers and ﬁnally, monitoring of the employment conditions of the labour migrants in Germany.

IOM Georgia continues supporting the Government of
Georgia in developing regular labour migration schemes
also with other countries in the EU, thus enhancing opportunities for citizens of Georgia to work abroad legally and
contribute to reducing pressure on citizens of Georgia to
resort to irregular migration channels.

The evaluation of this ﬁrst round of the Georgian-German
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Seasonal Work of Georgian
Labour Migrants in Georgia –
Distribution of Migrants
(in %) per
Average Monthly Income
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9
3
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IOM targets social media
to disseminate safe
migration information
in both urban and rural communities, this reality changed
drastically from March 2020 onwards. Faced by the new
reality, IOM promptly switched to online channels of
communication and dedicated resources to boost the
popularity of the Facebook group “Visa-Free to Europe”.
Closely communicating with the Ministry of Foreign A airs
of Georgia and embassies of EU Member States, IOM has
been providing up-to-date information to both Georgian
migrants who got stranded abroad due to the pandemic,
and also to people in Georgia who are interested to travel
to Europe once travel restrictions are lifted.

In 2021, IOM's Migrant Resource Centres (MRC), located in
ﬁve cities across Georgia, have further enhanced its social
media outreach capacities to inform the population of
Georgia and Georgian migrants abroad of the realities of
visa-free travel and promote safe migration practices. The
Facebook group “Visa-Free to Europe” has gradually grown
in popularity and its membership grew in 2021 by more
than 5,000 Facebook users to a total of 18,000. More than
three-quarter of the group members are women.

In 2021, the main interest of the Facebook users has
focused on the speciﬁcs of visa-free travel, such as the predeparture checks applied by the Georgian authorities and
country-speciﬁc approaches towards COVID-19 travel
restrictions and entry requirements that vary across the
EU. People also pose questions about legal work
opportunities as well as the chances for citizens of Georgia
to apply for asylum. Equally popular issues are return to
Georgia and gain access to reintegration support
programmes. Some queries also focus on possible options
to re-migrate to EU countries, in case the realities of life in
Georgia are not what the returnees had hoped for. The
below graph depicts the details of the 1,754 queries that
IOM received in the ﬁrst nine months of 2021.

21%

Female

79%

Male

Whereas until the COVID-19 pandemic, IOM conducted
active outreach campaigns to meet target groups in person
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MRC beneﬁciaries
January - September
2021
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As Georgia continues to face serious issues in overcoming the COVID-19 pandemic, IOM will very much remain focused on
social media outlets as a crucial means to stay in contact with the target groups of the Safe Migration information
campaign. Live sessions dedicated to popular topics will be conducted on a regular basis to reach a large number of
potential travellers and Georgian migrants abroad.
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How to contact

IOM

www.informedmigration.ge/en//contact-us
IOM Head Ofﬁce /
Migrant Resource Centre Tbilisi
T. Abuladze Street # 12, 1st Lane
0162, Tbilisi, Georgia
Tel.: (+ 995.32) 22 52 216
Website: www.informedmigration.ge.

HOTLINE

(+995) 577 22 05 06

MIGRANT RESOURCE CENTRES (MRCS)
Migrant Resource Centre in

Migrant Resource Centre in

KUTAISI
Akaki Tsereteli Street # 63
4600 Kutaisi, Georgia
Tel.: (+995 431) 24 44 43

TELAVI
Erekle II Avenue # 8
2200 Telavi, Georgia
Tel.: (+995 350) 27 08 72 /
(+995) 577 00 20 92

Migrant Resource Centre in

Migrant Resource Centre in

BATUMI

POTI

King Pharnavaz Street # 63
6010 Batumi, Georgia
Tel.: (+995 577) 52 00 15 /
(+995 422) 22 88 83

IOM's Latest
SBMMG
Publication
IOM's latest publications produced in the context
of the SBMMG project are available on
https://www.informedmigration.ge/en/Publications/IOM-Publications
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101 Ninoshvili Street
4400 Poti, Georgia
Tel.: +995 493 22 58 18

